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ABSTRACT

Silicon can host a large amount of lithium, making it a promising electrode for high-capacity lithium-ion batteries. Recent experiments indicate that silicon experiences large plastic deformation upon Li absorption, which can significantly decrease the stresses induced by lithiation and thus mitigate fracture failure of electrodes. These issues become especially relevant in nanostructured electrodes with confined geometries. Based on first-principles calculations, we present a study of the microscopic deformation mechanism of lithiated silicon at relatively low Li concentration, which captures the onset of plasticity induced by lithiation. We find that lithium insertion leads to breaking of Si-Si bonds and formation of weaker bonds between neighboring Si and Li atoms, which results in a decrease in Young’s modulus, a reduction in strength, and a brittle-to-ductile transition with increasing Li concentration. The microscopic mechanism of large plastic deformation is attributed to continuous lithium-assisted breaking and reforming of Si-Si bonds and the creation of nano-pores.
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Energy storage is a crucial aspect of integrating renewable energy sources in power grids, making the development of efficient high-capacity batteries an important technological challenge. For applications that are especially sensitive to weight and size, such as portable electronics and electric vehicles, lithium-ion batteries are the current industry standard. Each electrode in a lithium-ion battery is a host of lithium. During cycles of charge and discharge, lithium diffuses into or out of the electrode, inducing a mechanical deformation and a field of stress in the host frame. In practice, the stress often causes the electrode to fracture or to change its morphology. Loss of structural integrity typically reduces the electrical conductance, leading to a steady fading of the capacity during charge-discharge cycles.

Mechanical stability is one of the key criteria for the selection of materials for commercial batteries. The electrode material has to maintain its mechanical integrity and chemical properties over a long lifetime. Lithiation-induced fracture not only limits the lifetime of existing commercial batteries, but also acts as a bottleneck for developing high-capacity lithium-ion batteries. For example, the extremely high capacity of silicon, which can host up to 4.4 Li atoms per Si atom, has motivated intense research, but the large amount of absorbed Li results in volume swelling of ~400%, which pulverizes the electrodes. One way to circumvent this mechanical damage is the use of nanostructures, possibly encapsulated by confining oxide layers, which can mitigate the effects of stress by managing the electrode deformation pattern through its shape and geometric restrictions.

Recent experiments indicate that the lithiation-induced large deformation of silicon electrodes can be accommodated by plastic flow: during lithiation silicon films deform plastically when the stress exceeds a yield strength. This feature makes it possible to maintain good capacity over many cycles for silicon anodes of small sizes, such as thin films.
nanowires, and porous structures. For instance, Takamura et al. have demonstrated fracture-free lithiation of a 50nm-thick silicon film for more than 1,000 cycles. During this cycling, the film develops surface undulations, a type of roughening also observed during cyclic lithiation of silicon nanowires. Furthermore, Sethuraman et al. measured lithiation-induced stress as a function of the state of charge in an amorphous silicon thin film and found a pronounced hysteresis, indicating plastic deformation of lithiated silicon. These observations motivated studies of lithium diffusion coupled to the elastic-plastic deformation of the electrode, using continuum plasticity theory. While the experimental observations and the modeling of silicon lithiation based on continuum theories provide an understanding of the long-range mechanical properties, the atomic-scale mechanisms that give rise to the plastic behavior remain poorly understood.

We employ first-principles computational methods to explore the atomic-scale mechanisms of lithiation and its relation to mechanical behavior. In particular, we elucidate the microscopic mechanism for the onset of large plastic deformation in lithiated crystalline (c-Si) and amorphous silicon (a-Si), and capture the dramatic brittle-to-ductile transition of a-Si at relatively low lithium concentration. Previous atomistic studies primarily concentrated on elastic properties of the bulk, and on reproducing the volumetric and electric potential responses during lithiation and delithiation. More recently, groups studied the energetics of lithium atoms in bulk crystalline silicon and in silicon nanowires. In this paper, we find that the local atomic structure in a silicon network is altered by lithium insertion, with Si atoms breaking a bond and reforming a new bond with different neighbors. In this process, the lithiation-induced weakening of bonds between Si atoms and the high mobility of Li in the network play key roles. The continuous breaking and reforming of Si-Si bonds accommodates the large plastic
deformation of lithiated silicon.

The first-principles calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) were performed using the SIESTA code. The crystalline structure is modeled as a 2x2x2 supercell of the conventional cubic cell that contains 8 atoms, with periodic boundary conditions. For consistent comparisons, a supercell containing the same number of Si atoms (64) is employed for the amorphous silicon study. This choice of supercell is consciously relatively small, because we are interested in exploring both a large number of possible configurations (especially for the amorphous case) of Si structures with various Li concentrations, and a wide range of perturbations of the equilibrium structures through application of large stresses. Our choice of supercell affords these explorations at a reasonable balance of computational cost and accuracy. The calculated silicon lattice constant is 5.52 Å, slightly larger than the experimental value of 5.43 Å; this difference can be attributed mostly to the generalized gradient approximation for the exchange-correlation functional used in the calculations. The atomic structures, system energy and mechanical stresses are calculated using a local-basis set of double-$\zeta$ polarized atomic orbitals with an energy cutoff of 70 Ry (~952 eV). In energy optimization calculations, both the atomic coordinates and the supercell shape were relaxed. The energy optimization was considered complete when the magnitude of the force on each atom was smaller than 0.04 eV Å$^{-1}$.

As our first topic, we investigate the mechanisms through which the presence of Li atoms in the crystalline silicon lattice can lead to the breaking of Si-Si bonds. We begin this investigation by determining the stable positions of a single lithium atom in c-Si. A single Li atom was placed into the supercell at different nonequivalent sites, shown in Fig. 1(a), including the tetrahedral site ($Td$), the hexagonal site ($Hx$), the center of a Si-Si bond ($Bc$), the center of the distance between next nearest silicon neighbors ($Cn$), and a substitutional site. In the calculation
of the binding energy, we take the energy of an atom in c-Si ($E_{\text{Si}}$) and the energy of an isolated Li atom ($E_{\text{Li}}$) as the reference energies, with $E_{n\text{Li-Si}}$ being the total energy of the system containing $n$ Li atoms in the cell which contains $64-m$ Si atoms ($m = 0$, except in the case of the substitutional site for the Li impurity, for which $m = 1$). The binding energy per Li atom $E_b(n)$ is:

$$E_b(n) = \frac{[E_{n\text{Li-Si}} - (64-m) E_{\text{Si}} - nE_{\text{Li}}]}{n}$$

(1)

Table 1 lists the calculated binding energies for lithium in the various positions discussed above; these energies include the basis set superposition error (BSSE) correction. The binding energies at different positions indicate that lithium insertion into the tetrahedral ($Td$) or hexagonal ($Hx$) positions results in an energetically favorable structure. We note that substitution of Si by Li is energetically costly, and that the bond center is an unstable position for a Li atom, in contrast to the case of hydrogen atoms in a silicon lattice, for which the most stable configuration is the bond-center site.\textsuperscript{32} The binding energy of a single Li at a $Td$ position is lower in magnitude than the energy of a Si-Si covalent bond of 2.72 eV,\textsuperscript{33} which indicates a relatively weak interaction between the Li and Si atoms. The energy difference of 0.55 eV for a lithium atom at the $Td$ and $Hx$ sites is close to the diffusion energy barrier reported by Wan et al.\textsuperscript{28}, as expected, given the known $Td$–$Hx$–$Td$ diffusion pathway for Li in the c-Si lattice. In Table 2, we show the binding energy as a function of the number of Li atoms in c-Si. With increasing occupancy of $Td$ sites by Li atoms, the binding energy per Li atom decreases slightly due to the repulsive local interactions between Li atoms. The change in volume upon insertion of Li atoms in the c-Si lattice is always positive for all the sites considered, and is in the range of a fraction of a percent, with the largest change occurring for the $Bc$ site.

To demonstrate the atomistic mechanism of lithium-assisted Si-Si bond breaking, we focus on a particular bond. In the simulations, we displace a Si atom B with respect to a fixed Si
atom A, imposing a gradual elongation of the AB bond. For each set of fixed positions of A and B, the other atomic positions and supercell shape are relaxed to provide the system energy at the given AB bond length. The displacement of atom B is along a main diagonal of the conventional cubic cell, shown as the red dashed line in Fig. 1(a), toward the position of the Si atom labeled C. When the bond between atoms A and B is broken, the dangling bonds may be saturated by the neighboring Li atoms. We verify this scenario by examining the energetics of different configurations with two, three and four Li atoms in the immediate neighborhood of the AB bond. Fig. 1(b) shows the energy profiles as a function of the applied elongation of the AB bond for various Li concentrations (with 2, 3 and 4 Li atoms), relative to the system energy when the Li atoms are placed at $Td$ positions and no stretch is applied to bond AB. When 2 or 3 Li atoms occupy $Td$ positions, the initial configurations are the most stable structures, and the energy barriers for transforming to a metastable stretched configuration are 1.37 eV and 0.66 eV, respectively. However, when 4 lithium atoms are placed at $Td$ sites around the AB bond, the stretched structure is stable and the corresponding energy barrier is only 0.08 eV. Thus, when a single Si-Si bond is surrounded by 4 Li atoms the bond readily breaks with a very small energy barrier, and the system reverts to a more stable configuration where one of the Si atoms (B) is displaced to a position close to that occupied originally by the Li atom labeled 1 in Fig. 1(a).

In order to elucidate the bond breaking mechanism induced by lithiation, we plot in Fig. 2(a) the total valence electron charge density distribution on a (110) plane for the stable configuration with 4 Li atoms (this plane is highlighted in Fig. 1(a)). Close inspection of this charge density plot shows that the bond between Si atoms A and B is indeed broken, and a weaker bond of mixed covalent-ionic character is formed between the Si atom at position B and the Li atom at position 1. This is consistent with the expectation mentioned above that the Li
atoms can saturate the dangling bonds of the Si atoms upon bond breaking; the Si-Li bond is expected to be asymmetric and polar, due to the large difference in electronegativity between the two elements (0.98 for Li vs. 1.90 for Si).

To better illustrate this point, we show in Fig. 2(b) the charge density difference distribution along a Si-Si bond in the pure silicon lattice and along the Li-Si bond. The charge density difference $\Delta \rho$ is defined as

$$\Delta \rho = \rho_{n\text{Li-Si}} - \rho_{\text{Si}} - \rho_{\text{Li}}$$

where $\rho_{n\text{Li-Si}}$, $\rho_{\text{Si}}$, $\rho_{\text{Li}}$ represent the electron densities of the Li-Si system containing $n$ Li atoms in the c-Si supercell, the pure silicon structure consisting of only Si atoms in the same positions as in the Li-Si system, and the contribution from the individual Li atoms at the positions they occupy in the Li-Si system, respectively. The electron density around the Li atom is clearly lower than what it would be near a Si atom in the pure Si crystal, whereas the electron density near the Si atom at position B is higher, indicating a partial electron transfer from the Li atom to the neighboring Si atom. In contrast to the purely covalent bonds in c-Si, which involves a very significant and symmetric electron charge accumulation between a pair of Si nearest neighbors (black symbols and line in Fig. 2(b)), the Si and neighboring Li atoms form a weak bond of mixed ionic-covalent character, with significant charge depletion of the Li atom and charge accumulation closer to the Si atom (red symbols and line in Fig. 2(b)), since the latter is more electronegative.

During operation of a lithium-ion battery, the crystalline silicon electrode is amorphized after the first cycle of charge and discharge. To avoid the stress field induced by this phase transition, amorphous silicon is often used as the electrode in experiments. Intense efforts have been directed toward the characterization of the plastic deformation behavior of silicon during
lithiation and delithiation, both experimentally and theoretically,\textsuperscript{18,21-23} but the deformation mechanism responsible for plastic flow has not been elucidated so far. In an attempt to capture the essential atomistic aspects of the plastic deformation mechanisms we performed a set of simulations that model a uniaxial tension experiment on lithiated silicon at various Li concentrations. The main insight from these simulations is that the plastic deformation is induced by a continuous, lithium-assisted breaking and reforming of silicon bonds.

The a-Si network is generated by quenching the liquid phase with explicit molecular dynamics using the environment dependent interatomic potential (EDIP) for Si.\textsuperscript{34} The resulting amorphous 64-atom supercell is completely free of coordination defects. The details describing this amorphous supercell have been reported elsewhere.\textsuperscript{35} We take this cell as representative of the ideal, coordination-defect-free continuous random network that is relevant to the a-Si structure, although the actual amorphous solid is expected to contain defects such as under-coordinated (3-fold) or over-coordinated (5-fold) atoms. The bond-length distribution in this model has a peak at 2.37 Å, close to the calculated bond length in c-Si (2.39 Å), and is quite broad, with values ranging from ~2.18 Å to ~2.65 Å.

We focus here on the equilibrium, static features of lithiated silicon and do not consider kinetic effects, such as long-range diffusion processes of lithium in the silicon structure. We first investigated the stable positions for a single Li atom in the amorphous structure. By analogy to the crystalline case, we considered “Td-like” positions for the Li atoms as candidates for the lowest-energy structure. These are positions along the direction of each Si-Si bond, at a distance equal to the Si-Si bond length from each Si atom and away from its nearest Si neighbor. The 64-atom supercell contains 128 Si-Si bonds and therefore there are 256 such Td-like positions in the model. To determine the actual lowest-energy positions, we placed a Li atom in each of these Td-
like positions and then relaxed the whole structure by allowing rearrangement of atomic
coordinates as well as relaxation of the supercell shape. Since some of the $Td$-like positions share
the same cage of neighboring Si atoms, the relaxation produced 32 unique configurations that are
not necessarily a subset of the initial 256 $Td$-like candidates; the Si coordination of the original
amorphous structure is maintained in each relaxed structure. We then vary the Li occupancy of
these 32 positions to control the concentration $f$ (ratio of the number of Li atoms over the
number of Si atoms) in our uniaxial stress simulations. In structures with less than full Li
occupancy, such as $f = 0.125$ and $f = 0.25$, the lithium atoms are located at the most energetically
favorable sites out of the 32 lowest-energy positions. We note that for all these values of Li
concentration the binding energy per Li atom is negative (see Table 2); in other words, it is
energetically favorable to insert Li atoms in the amorphous structure, taking as a reference bulk
amorphous Si and free Li atoms. Moreover, the values of the binding energy per Li atom in the
amorphous case are substantially larger in magnitude than the binding energy per Li atom in the
crystalline lattice, suggesting that thermodynamically it is better to insert Li in electrodes
consisting of amorphous rather than crystalline Si. Full occupancy of all the $Td$-like sites
corresponds to an amorphous structure with $f = 0.50$, well below the theoretical capacity of 4.4
lithium atoms per silicon atom. Nevertheless, even at these relatively low concentrations, we
observe pronounced lithium-mediated effects on the mechanical behavior of lithiated silicon.
This effect has also been observed in experiments.\textsuperscript{18}

In the simulation of uniaxial tension, we prescribe a given stress level along the $x$-
direction of the structure, and measure the nominal strain after full relaxation. The stress-strain
response curves are shown in Fig. 3(a). For each curve, the highest stress level represents the
strength of the lithiated structure before it is fractured. The solid symbol curves represent the
loading paths, while the open symbol curves represent the unloading paths. It is evident that a brittle-to-ductile transition occurs as the lithium concentration increases, with very different behavior for $f = 0$ and $f = 0.125$ vs. $f = 0.25$ and $f = 0.50$. The corresponding strength decreases as well with increasing Li concentration. In the pure silicon structure, loading leads to nonlinear elastic behavior and the unloading path follows the loading path exactly; there is no permanent deformation after unloading. In the case of lithium concentration $f = 0.125$, a small permanent strain of $\varepsilon = 1.21\%$ is observed after unloading. As the lithium concentration increases to $f = 0.25$ and $f = 0.50$, the stress-strain curves show substantial plastic deformation. The network can be stretched by 33.5% and 40.5%, respectively, without fracture. After unloading, large permanent deformation remains in both cases. Fig. 3(b) shows the average value of Si coordination, $<C_{Si}>$, as a function of applied strain. To determine a physically meaningful Si coordination, we define two Si atoms to be bonded if their distance is within 20% of the covalent bond length in bulk c-Si, which corresponds to a largest distance of 2.87 Å. The average coordination is closely related to the deformation behavior of lithiated silicon. At lithium concentrations $f = 0$ and $f = 0.125$, the coordination of silicon changes little during deformation, corresponding to brittle behavior at low Li concentration. In contrast, at larger Li concentration $f = 0.25$ and $f = 0.50$, the Si coordination decreases dramatically with strain, which is related to the ductile behavior.

Another indication of the very different nature of the mechanical behavior at elevated Li concentrations in a-Si is given by the volume relaxation (see Table 2). The volume relaxation is roughly consistent with the corresponding values in c-Si for concentrations up to $f = 0.25$ (about 0.4% for $n = 1$ and proportionally larger for $n = 8$ and 16), but is considerably higher for $f = 0.5$, when the volume increase is twice as large as would have been expected from the proportional relation up to $f = 0.25$. This is indicative of large changes in the structure, which includes
formation of nano-pores that can easily accommodate the presence of several Li atoms and will respond differently than the uniform solid to external stress, consistent with recent experimental observations on Si nanowires.\textsuperscript{36}

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of Young’s modulus on Li concentration. The solid squares represent the average values of the elastic stiffness constants along the $x$-, $y$- and $z$-directions and the error bars the effect of the anisotropy of the amorphous structure due to the finite size of the model and the non-uniform distribution of Li atoms on the scale of the supercell. The open circles represent Young’s modulus of pure c-Si (black symbol) and of the stable configuration of c-Si with 4 Li atoms (orange symbol). Evidently, Young’s modulus decreases with increasing Li concentration. The inset in Fig. 4 shows the Si coordination for different Li concentrations at zero strain. The softening effect induced by lithiation is correlated with an increase of coordination defects at higher Li concentrations, as evidenced by the increasing fraction of three-fold coordinated Si atoms; this finding is consistent with experimental measurements\textsuperscript{37} and other \textit{ab-initio} calculations.\textsuperscript{24}

The large plastic deformation observed in our simulations can be traced to the lithium-assisted breaking and reforming of Si-Si bonds. To illustrate this process, we show in Fig. 5 four snapshots along the loading path for the case of lithium concentration $f = 0.50$. The snapshots show the atom positions at various loading strains. Two Si atom pairs, labeled D, E and F, G, are shown enlarged for better contrast. The snapshots clearly show the evolution of bonding between these two silicon pairs: silicon atoms D-E experience bonding/non-bonding/bonding changes from the initial state to the final state, while silicon atoms F-G undergo non-bonding/bonding/non-bonding changes during the same deformation.
In conclusion, we have studied the effects of Li in both crystalline and amorphous Si, using first-principles calculations based on Density Functional Theory. Our main findings are:

first, $Td$ interstitial positions are the lowest-energy sites for Li insertion into c-Si, and that when four Li atoms surround a single Si-Si bond the covalent bond readily breaks and the two Si dangling bonds are essentially saturated by the formation of weak bonds of mixed ionic-covalent character with the nearby Li atoms. Also, in a-Si with sufficiently high Li concentration (roughly $f = 0.125$ or higher) the structure undergoes a brittle-to-ductile transition with significantly lower Young’s modulus, and plastic deformation becomes relatively easy. The essence of these results is that the chemical interactions of lithiation give rise to pronounced effects on the mechanical behavior of silicon structures. In particular, as the stresses induced by lithiation are limited by the yield strength, the fracture failure of the silicon electrode can be largely remediated by taking advantage of the plasticity of lithiated silicon. At the microscopic scale, we have identified and described by specific examples the atomistic mechanism responsible for plastic deformation, which consists of continuous Si-Si bond breaking and reformation in the presence of Li. The plastic deformation of solid-like amorphous network in the vicinity of the glass transition point has been attributed to the thermally activated shear transformations around free volume regions, which bears some similarity to the atomic-scale deformations we have described for lithiated a-Si. In the present work we have demonstrated that lithium-assisted bond breaking and reforming is the mechanism responsible for plastic flow in amorphous silicon at low temperature under strain.
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TABLE 1. The calculated binding energies $E_b$ (in eV) and relative volume changes $\Delta V/V_0$ for one Li atom at the various sites in c-Si lattice shown in Fig. 1(a). The Li position is given in Cartesian coordinates and in units of the lattice parameter $a$ of bulk c-Si (the calculated value is $a = 5.52$ Å).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Li site</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>$E_b$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta V/V_0$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substitutional</td>
<td>(0,0,0)</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center of next nearest neighbors ($Cn$)</td>
<td>$\left(\frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{4}, 0\right)$</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond center ($Bc$)</td>
<td>$\left(\frac{1}{8}, \frac{1}{8}, \frac{1}{8}\right)$</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexagonal site ($Hx$)</td>
<td>$\left(\frac{5}{8}, \frac{5}{8}, \frac{5}{8}\right)$</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrahedral site ($Td$)</td>
<td>$\left(\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}\right)$</td>
<td>-1.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Li ((n))</td>
<td>(E_b(n)) (eV)</td>
<td>(\Delta V/V_0) (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crystalline silicon</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ((f = 0.0156))</td>
<td>-1.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ((f = 0.0313))</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ((f = 0.0469))</td>
<td>-1.08</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 ((f = 0.0625))</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amorphous silicon</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ((f = 0.0156))</td>
<td>-1.57</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([-1.94, -0.55])</td>
<td>([0.2, 0.7])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ((f = 0.125))</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 ((f = 0.25))</td>
<td>-1.79</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 ((f = 0.5))</td>
<td>-1.92</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. The calculated binding energy \(E_b(n)\) and relative volume changes \(\Delta V/V_0\) as a function of \(n\), the number of Li atoms in the crystalline and amorphous Si structures at \(Td\) (in c-Si) and \(Td\)-like (in a-Si) positions; each cell contains 64 Si atoms. \(f\) is the concentration of Li atoms in the cell. In the amorphous case, for \(n =1\), the values represent the average of the 32 lowest-energy \(Td\)-like positions, while the values in square brackets below the averages show the range from the smallest to the largest value in each case.
FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1. (a) Nonequivalent sites for Li atoms in a c-Si unit cell. The conventional cubic cell of c-Si is outlined by the thin black lines (solid and dashed). The $Td$ site is shown as purple circle, the $Hx$ site as red cross, the $Bc$ side as green square and the $Cn$ site as blue X (see text for details). Four equivalent $Td$ sites (labeled 1, 2, 3, 4), are shown in relation to the pair of Si atoms labeled A and B. The (110) plane outlined in light-blue lines is used for the display of valence charge densities in Fig. 2. (b) The total energy as a function of the AB Si-Si bond elongation for different numbers of Li atoms at the $Td$ sites around this bond, in units of $b_0 = 2.39$ Å, the calculated Si-Si equilibrium bond length.

FIGURE 2. (a) Valence electron charge density distribution on a (110) plane in the lowest-energy configuration of c-Si with 4 Li atoms. The (110) plane is indicated by light-blue lines in Fig. 1(a). (b) The charge density difference distribution along a Si-Si bond in pure c-Si represented by a solid white line in (a), and the Li-Si bond 1-B represented by a dashed white line in (a).

FIGURE 3. (a) The stress-strain response of lithiated a-Si under uniaxial tension. The solid symbol lines represent the loading path; the open symbol lines represent the unloading path. (b) The average value of Si-Si coordination ($<C_{Si}>$) as a function of applied strain during loading.

FIGURE 4. Dependence of the Young’s modulus on the concentration of Li. The error bars represent variations due to the anisotropy of the amorphous model structure. The open symbols
represent Young’s modulus of the pure c-Si lattice (black circle) and of the stable configuration of c-Si with 4 Li atoms (orange circle). The inset shows the distribution of Si coordination (given as percentage of total number of atoms) in a-Si for different Li concentrations at zero strain. The color of each bar in the inset corresponds to the Li concentration of the same color on the large plot.

**FIGURE 5.** The Si-Si bond breaking and reforming process during deformation of lithiated silicon at Li concentration $f = 0.50$. The four snapshots correspond to the states of various strain values $\varepsilon$, as indicated. The two Si atom pairs D-E and F-G that undergo bonding/non-bonding/bonding and non-bonding/bonding/non-bonding transitions are enlarged for better contrast.
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